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INTRODUCTION
The potential economic growth for ordinary people that adopt
the technology of cryptocurrency and blockchain is great.
We assign ourselve to set up a mecanism of creation of steady
opportunity that will be allow to fill the gap between
blockchain and its generalised adoption.
People who use it dont actually worry about how it works but
they dont want it to work and enable a daily use.
Our objective is to make know the plateform REVERSAL SERVICE
accessible and vital.
The goal of this whitepaper is to supply a written look of the
way whose we anticipate the growth of REVERSAL ecosystem.

PROBLEM
In the current economic systems some institutions have the
control of all financial transactions. Opportunities and wealths
own those who produce money , central banks , bankers and
financial ones.Ordinary people are pawn in this game. Most
consumers are endebted from a manner or another.Banks want
us to always borrow in order to pay interest upon our borrows
without being able to live decently and ensure a better future.
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And what we live in a world where all transactions were made
from person to person without any intervener and cost almost
nothing ?
And what endebt ourselves became a very bad idea and the
value of the money put aside increased every day ?
It is the vision we have for the world and it is thus REVERSAL
works. A universe of new opportunities unlike to banks wich
drop in weak position these opportunities.

« Build a
financial
ecosystem
for ordinary
people »

We propose the creation of a self-regulated financial system
based on different blockchain technology subjacent : ARAGON ;
REVERSAL ; ETHEREUM

Multiple blockchain technology

PROP
OSAL
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A FREE ECOSYSTEM
REVERSAL is a worldwide platform exploiting blockchain
technologies to create multiple opportunities for its
members so that everyone finds independence and possibility
to generate steady funds. We saw the seeds of something new
in the modern world. Thanks to REVERSAL everybody all over
the world will get opportunities and wealth.

« A community,
a coin,
a platform »

The ecosystem REVERSAL is composed of a community of
members administrated thanks to the blockchain ARAGON and
a platform of service based on the blockchain REVERSAL and
REVERSALCOIN the cryptocurrency founded upon the blockchain
ETHEREUM.
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A DECENTRALISED COMMUNITY
We believe that decentralised organisations can solve issues of
this world. The Community REVERSAL is a clever organisation
that creates the value borderless nor gobetween. We use
ARAGON’s governance power to allow our members all over the
world to easily contribute in all safety in the decision making
and the governance of the community.
The ARAGON technology will enable a management of the base
elements of our community such as the sharing of vote duties
or the appointing of roles.

« Imagine a
world of
limitless
opportunities »

A DYNAMIC SERVICE PLATFORM
We evolve the service platform in cryptocurrency the most safe
and the most dynamic based on native blockchain , REVERSAL
BLOCKCHAIN with a limitless number of opportunities and
sevices for the welfare of the community.
To ensure the whole transparent and the good working of the
system the entire staff of each service will be published on the
blockchain REVERSAL whose the reliability is ensured by a
network of masternode.
The main function of masternode is to record and spread the
published data by each service throughout REVERSAL network.
In the future ; much more precious services will be done by
masternode network.
The platform REVERSAL will regroup the following servives :







REVERSAL EXCHANGE : a market of cryptocurrency
REVERSAL CARD : a multi payment motto card
RVCPAY : an integrated payment gateway
REVERSAL INVEST : a term investment plan
REVERSAL FOUNDATION : for charities
And much more (entiercement technology,ICO
launchPAD…)
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MARKET TRANSPARENT AND SECURED
The cryptocurrency world develops quickly,the exchange
market is already in bilions of dollars per day and trible every
year.

« Exchanger
warrantied at
100%»

REVERSALEXCHANGE is a decentralised exchanger and crypto
guarantees at 100% wich permits an entirely secured exchange
between blockchain networks. We commit ourselves to develop
a whole market of applications of mass which can be used to
conduct effectively all cryptographic actives of a user , do
crossed transactions ,store in all security of economies ,reach
the world market , work easily with reliable systems of change
and purchase through a crypto wallet.
We create REVERSALEXCHANGE to reply better to interests of
all implied parties in crypto exchanges




Individuals(physical users of crypto currency)
Traders (enterprises and people who supply liquidity)
Regulators (organisations that take care and protect
parties’s interests)

We will roll out the platform in roughly the following order:







Spot trading
Margin trading
Futures
Anonymous instant exchange
Decentralized (on-chain) exchange
and more…

Professional Web Trading Interface
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ACCEPT OVER 100 CRYPTOCURRENCIES
We will create a network of traders and develop tools which
will facilitate and make pratical all payment on line and off
line.


« Now you can
accept over 100
cryptocurrencies»

REVERSAL CARD

The REVERSAL CARD will give to the members of the community
more options and flexibilty to make payments or take money.
It is sure and easy to use with few money



RVCPAY

We build some API which will make exchanges and payments
easier on line. With the support of the members of the
community we think that REVERSALCOIN will be adopted very
easily.

REVERSAL FOUNDATION AND CHARITY
Several projects and social organism throughout the world
need sustain.
Reversal foundation will sustain projects about social
activities improving the welfare of population.
Each three months the foundation will collect funds from the
community for associations and selected projects. All gifts will
be anonymously given in Reversalcoin.
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A REVOLUTIONARY INVESTMENT PROGRAMM
Build up on a unique economical model which allows investors
to get the opportunity for strategic investments in different
fields , our programm of investment combines two models :

« Get the
opportunity for
strategic
investments »




A possibility of investment in crypto(REVERSALCOIN)
A possibility of investment in fiat(USD)

Our aim is to give access to sophisticate investements which
was by the past reserved to very wealthy people and connected
ones.
Our platform of investment offer to the occasional investor a
level of service of diversification and transparency that one
does not find elsewhere so far.

REGISTER

INVEST TOKEN OR USD

EARN PROFIT

A CHALLENDED ALGORITHM OF TRADING
We have created REVERSAL TRADING VOLATILITY (RVT) , an
algorithm which enables traders to make profit with few or not
effort.

« Earn up to 48%
back on invest»

This program creates commands and submit them automatically
( with the help of our professional traders) to a central market
or to an exchange. The algorithm will generate automatically
some orders based on a pre-defined group of rules by using a
strategy of trading which is based on a technique analysis
group.
The option of investment in dollars USD allows you to benefit
from the performances of our algorithm of trading for 90 days.
You receive a return upon daily investment according to what
you have invested. At the end of the investment period you can
withdraw or reinvest your capital in the platform to keep
receiving daily interests.
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PROFITS SHARED BY THE EXCHANGER
REVERSAL EXCHANGE generate daily gains thanks to the money
transactions of market , the option of investment in token
allow you to share the gain of the exchanger.

« If you lend
Token ; you get
Token »

This investment program does not use fiat as support . So if you
lend 100 RVC you get 100 RVC not 100 usd. All coins of change
in your wallet can be lent.The daily interest are paid in bitcoin
according to the following formula.



Payment form :Daily profit for 1 RVC
(MV * FEE * 20%) / Total RVC loaned

Example
MV (market volume of RevesalExchange.com) = 3000 BTC
FEE market RevesalExchange.com = 0,3%
Total RVC loaned = 2 000 000
((3 000 * 0.003 * 0.2) /2.000.000) = 0.00000135 BTC by RVC
daily

EARLY RESILIATION
If you want early resiliation of your loan, you can request it. It
all depends on your goals and your personal needs. It takes a
minimum of 45 days for a contract to have the effect of a
request for early resiliation. Request for early resiliation is
validated within 48 hours. Once your early resiliation request is
confirmed your funds are deposited on your account and you
can withdraw them immediately.

STAKING
With our program of staking be rewarded by helping us to
build our community and a strong symbolic value. We work on
new developments and we want you to join us. Presently we
offer reward of staking till 15% per year.
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A TOKEN FOR AN EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
To offer all internet citizens the possibility to rejoin and
benefit from ecosystem REVERSAL we introduce the Token
REVERSALCOIN.
Based on blockchain Ethereum , Reversalcoin aims at being a
friendly and progressive cryptocurrency.
Reversalcoin Will be used for :







Participating to the gorvernance of the community by
voting .
Paying money upon ReversalExchange (exchange
money ; registration money and all other money)
Participating to different programm of investment and
staking
Buying actions and services in the network of traders
and partner enterprises
Rewards offered to the members of the community
Many other things

FEATURE OF THE TOKEN
Token Name
Abbreviation
Technology
Avaible token supply
PROOF OF STAKE
Minimum Stake age

Reversalcoin
RVC
ERC20
21.000.000
11.000.000
24h

TOKEN ALLOCATION
Team

9%

Bounty program

5%

Pre-sale

10%

Crowdsale

33%

Staking

43%
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ROADMAP
CONFIRMED START PROJECT
RELEASE SMART CONTRAT
PRE SALE

DEC
201
7

WHITEPAPER UPGRADE
JAN
201
8

INVEST PROGRAMM
EXTERNE EXCHANGE
START PROPRIETARY
BLOCKCHAIN-PLATFORM

RENEWED CORE OF THE
EXCHANGE
JUN
201
8

OCT
201
8

LAUNCH MERCHANTPLATFORM

Ux / Ui / SECURITY
UPGRATES
COMPLETION
DEVELOPMENT
BLOCKCHAIN

LAUNCH PROPRIETARY
BLOCKCHAIN-PLATFORM

EXPANSION EXCHANGE
TRADING FUNCTIONS

LAUNCH BRANDED CARDS

DEVELOPED BASIC
MARKET CORE

REVERSALEXCHANGE
MAR
201
8

INTEGRATION 5 NEWS FIAT
CURRENCIES

BOUNTY PROGRAMM

FEB
201
8

UPGRADE MARKET CORE

LISTING 25 COINS ON
EXCHANGE

INITIAL COIN OFFERING

API DEVELOPPEMENT
EXPANSION LISTINGS
FUNCTION
LAUNCH MOBILE PHONE
TRADING

DEC
201
8

LAUNCH MASTERNODES
FEB
201
9

START SELF GOVERNING
AND SELF FUNDING
PROTOCOL
ROAD SHOW
RELEASE NEW ROADMAP
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